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next is Picnic time 

July 20th 2019


David Loehes  4 pm 

304 Brailsford Place St 

Simons

July  2019

Dave’s shop  for the JULY 20th meeting. 304 Brailsford 
Place. St Simons.   Its Picnic time.   

Discussion at last meeting to pricing of chairs.  $ 75.00 each or special price for all six.

Picnic time.  Members and spouses.   July 20th at Pres. Daves house.  We 
will be looking for a idea of how many are planning to attend.  Drinks and 
meat supplied by club.  Members are requested to send back to me 
rumtiger@gmail.com  your special treat  you wish to bring.  Looking for 
appetizers, side dishes, fruit or veggies.  and last of all desserts.   

please respond soonest.   NEED A COUNT OF HEADS.  LET ME KNOW. 

ALSO IF YOU DO NOT OFFER A DISH TO PASS WE WILL ASSIGN ONE 

PS   I LIKE CHOCOLATE CAKE 

Gerald did a demo for the June 8th meeting of mixing paint thinner and plain old bees wax or 
candle wax.    Showed us a pc of Walnut that was over yr old and no cracks.  Looks pretty 
simple but its a process for sure.


You can look it up on your google site,, How to make a green wood sealer ehow    Highlite 
and paste to web site.


Show and tell had some beautiful crafts this time around..  Eddie Wildsmith really hit if with his “board” and 
Barb with her plaque.  Dave had tried sometime different with burnt outside of bowls of pine and oak.. Plus a 
unique 3d board.  Charles Walker had a folding spindle table that he plans to veneer the top when done.  
Very delicate spindle turning for sure.

Had a excellent turn out for this meeting.  Something like 13 members.  But I am sorry to miss Tom and 
Kathryn in the pictures.. Nuts
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Steve, Gerald and Mike sorting name tags.. 
Notice that Steve is standing beside the cookie 
container.

Ralph, Karen, with Laken.   In the back of 
shop Barb is talking to Pres Dave.   I am 
sure they are cooking up something

From left Herb and Barb in a deep 
discussion..  Pres Dave talking to 
Charles W. with Charles table in for 
ground.   
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Eddie explains 
how he made 
this project 
Stonecraft 
poxy pour

Charles Walkers Flip 
top table.  Very well 
done.

To the right 
and below. 
Daves 3d 
board and 
burnt 
bowls

Show an tell pieces  had some great pieces this time around
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Dave should have the music LIGHT MY FIRE while doin that thar burn


